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Guidelines for Proposal Reviewers

Thank you for your interest in reviewing proposals for the NEERO 2022 conference. The NEERO
review process is a key part of the conference organization. Reviewers provide feedback and
comment on submissions, thus providing input to the Program Committee, which makes the final
decision on which submissions are accepted, reassigned, or rejected. The NEERO review process
is done electronically through the OpenConf system.

The following guidelines are designed to help you through what we hope will be an interesting and
painless process. Each reviewer receives approximately 5 proposals to    review. Past experience
suggests that most people are able to complete their reviews in one or two short sessions.

Please do not hesitate to contact Dr. Sarah Enterline, Vice President & Conference Chair, at
neero.conference@gmail.com with any problems or concerns. If for any reason, you will be able
to complete your reviews in a timely manner, please notify NEERO as soon as possible so that
your proposals can be assigned to another reviewer.
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I. Signing-Up as Reviewer

If you are interested in serving NEERO as reviewer, we ask that you complete the registration
process by Friday, November 5, 2021. Please follow the directions below to sign up as a
reviewer. It is important to note that if you sign-up after the deadline, then you may not be
assigned a set of proposals to review. Such individuals will be contacted in the event of a conflict
and/or when a proposal needs review.

1. Go to OpenConf: https://www.openconf.org/NEERO2022

2. Scroll down to the Review & Program Committees heading enter the following code in the
box next to “Sign up – Keycode:” rev2022

3. Fill out the information requested. Select the conference strand that best aligns with your
area of expertise. You are limited to selecting only ONE conference strand.

4. Make sure to write down your username and password as this is how you will sign in to
access and review your assigned proposals.

5. The OpenConf system will contact you via email when you have proposals to review after
November 5, 2021.

6. To review, go to the OpenConf page under the Review & Program Committees heading
click sign and enter your username and password.

7. Click on the title of a proposal to access the online review form. To download a proposal,
click on the file. Each reviewer will be assigned  approximately 5  proposals to review.

8. Complete the online review form and hit submit. You may choose to have a copy sent you
your email as well. We ask that all reviews be completed by November 30, 2021.

9. If you have any questions click on "email chair" and you'll receive a response from the
Sarah Enterline, Vice President & NEERO Conference Chair.

10. Please be advised that NEERO 2022 reviewers see unpublished work of other authors. Your
professional ethics preclude disclosure to any other party the contents of the submissions
you read.

II. Proposal Review Schedule: November 8 – November 30, 2021

The NEERO proposal window will take place over three weeks from November 8, 2021 through
November 30, 2021. In order to ensure a timely notification of decisions, all reviews must be
completed by Tuesday, November 30, at 11:59pm. We urge you not to wait to the last minute,
as you are likely to make better decisions and provide helpful feedback to authors if you do not
feel rushed.
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III. Proposal Review Process

The NEERO 2021 submission reviews provide researchers with constructive feedback on their
proposed papers and presentations. As you review NEERO submissions, please consider the space
limitations (1,500 word limit for paper, roundtable, and poster submission; 2,000 word limit for
symposia) and provide specific, constructive feedback that will enable authors to strengthen their
research.

Proposal reviewers and the NEERO Board use the following criteria to assess the suitability of a
proposal:

1 (not identifiable/articulated) to 3 (fully identifiable and well-developed/articulated). Each
section below allows for written comments and feedback.

For all submissions
● Objectives/Purpose of the study is identifiable and well-developed
● Theoretical/Conceptual framework is identifiable and well-developed
● Methods: Design for data collection and analysis are identifiable and well-developed
● Data sources are identifiable and well-developed
● Results are identifiable and well-developed
● Educational significance is clearly and persuasively articulated

For symposium submissions ONLY
● Overall topic/goal of the symposium is clearly and effectively identified and
● Structure of the session is identified, including number of papers, organization of

session, and multiple perspectives

Overall recommendation (for ALL submissions)
● Accept as a paper session
● Accept as a poster
● Accept as a research in progress roundtable
● Accept as a symposium
● Reject

Comments to the Program Committee (not viewable by author)
Please add any comments that might be helpful to the Program Committee in making a final
determination about the proposal. These comments may include rationale for overall
recommendation or alerting the committee to a particularly strong proposal. The written
comments are particularly helpful to authors.

Submit your review
When you are finished, check off the box stating, "I have completed this review," and select the
“submit” icon. The system will notify you that your review has been accepted. You may also
select to have a copy of the review emailed to you. Please note that the review will not be
marked as complete until box is checked and the “submit” icon is selected.



IV. Review Considerations

Submissions are rejected for the following reasons:
● The researcher(s) submitted a full paper as a proposal (e.g., submitting any proposal

beyond the word limit including complete dissertations and full papers that exceed the
proposal word limit).

● The researcher(s) submitted an incomplete proposal (e.g., the researcher did not
identify methods or data sources for an empirical paper).

● The research(s) clearly plagiarized part or all of the proposal submission
● The researcher(s) included identifying information (i.e., names) in the text of the proposal
● The researcher(s) uploaded a brief abstract (e.g., 150 words), but not a full proposal

Submissions are moved from paper or poster to research-in-progress roundtables for the following
reasons:

● The researcher(s) did not include findings (even preliminary) in their proposal
● There is significant misalignment between the purpose/objectives, methods, and

findings
● The paper proposal is weak and would benefit from a roundtable discussion in order to

strengthen the research and/or paper itself
● The research is incomplete and will not be completed by the time of the conference.

Research for papers do not need to be complete at the time of proposal, however the
proposal must contain enough information on findings and educational significance in
order to move forward as a paper.



V. FAQs

One of the proposals that I was assigned to review contains identifying information (i.e.,
author’s first/last name, institution, or email address). What should I do?
Please contact Dr. Sarah Enterline, Vice President & Conference Chair, at neero.conference@gmail.com.

The proposal that I was assigned to review does not align perfectly with my expertise and/or
the conference strand that I selected during the sign-up process. How should I proceed?
We work to match proposals to reviewers’ strengths and expertise. As each proposal must be reviewed
by at least two reviewers, we often need to assign proposals across strands. If you are not able to
confidently serve as a reviewer for a specific proposal, please contact Dr. Sarah Enterline, Vice
President & Conference Chair, at neero.conference@gmail.com.

The paper proposal I am reviewing needs further development. What should I recommend?
If the paper proposal needs further development or could benefit from structured feedback, please
recommend it for a research-in-progress roundtable format.

I signed up to serve as a reviewer and was not assigned any proposals.
If you signed-up to serve as a reviewer after the deadline (Friday, November 5, 2021), then you may
not be assigned a set of proposals to review. You will be contacted in the event of a conflict and/or
when a proposal needs a third review.

I have a colleague and/or graduate student who would be interested in serving NEERO as a
review. Can I share the sign-up information?
Yes! We ask that you share the Guidelines for Reviewers with your colleague and/or graduate student.

I have a question about the proposal review process. Who should I contact?
If you have a question about a proposal or the review process, please contact Dr. Sarah Enterline at
neero.conference@gmail.com .
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